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Kim (24)

Occupation  /  Marketing Manager Occupation  /  Marketing Manager

Sarah Slater, 30 years old Sarah Slater, 30 years old

Goals

•  To gain back a better work-life balance

•  To not feel overwhelmed by what’s on her plate

•  To get a clear visual of what she needs to get done in the present, and what
      will be coming up in the future

Frustrations

•  Getting pulled into too many directions at once

•  Too busy with workload to have meetings with superiors 

•  Not enough support from the company digital coordinator

User Story

Still at the beginning of her career, Kim is eager to prove herself at work. 

She immerses herself in her projects, and gets the job done both successfully

and quickly.  Due to her ability to churn out great projects within a tight timeline, her superiors tend to jam-pack as much as they can into her daily workload.  What 

they don’t know is that Kim is pushing her limit, and is starting to become deeply stressed as her work-life balance begins to fade.

Kim hopes to be able to give her bosses a clearer picture into how overloaded she tends to be, and into how difficult it is to keep track of so many deliverables for a 

variety of projects in such short periods of time. 

Traits
diligent    laid-back    autonomous    focused    stressed      

Frustrations

• Long lines and wait times because of customer confusion

• Not knowing customization options

• Drink order incorrect

Sarah’s Morning + Introduction to Joe
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“12oz 
Americano, 
1 pump vanilla, 
with room for soy 
milk.”

“12oz 
Americano, 
1 pump vanilla, 
with room for soy 
milk.”

Sarah Slater, 30 years old Sarah Slater, 30 years old

Goals

•  To seamlessly work her coffee into her morning routine

•  Confidence in knowing she’s always getting the best

•  Connecting with the independent coffee community

• 3x per week

• The same drink most 
mornings

• Occasional afternoon 
treat

Ordering Habits• Sarah works late nights and early mornings at Redfin

• The office moved recently and she needs a new independent coffee shop

• She loves technology that simplifies her life and anticipates her needs

• She downloaded Joe on a friend’s recommendation

Opportunities to Delight

• Rewards for loyalty to local 
and independent shops

• Transparency throughout 
process to increase control

• Rewards for sharing the word 
about cool apps


